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ABSTRAKT
Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá analýzou britské verze časopisu ELLE. Cílem je
analyzovat problematiku časopisu ELLE.
Teoretická část zahrnuje teoretické poznatky z oblasti stylistické a lingvistické.
Praktická část je zaměřena na samotný časopis ELLE a potvrzování či vyvracení
teoretických poznatků v praxi.
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ABSTRACT
This bachelor thesis deals with the analysis of British version of magazine ELLE. The aim
is to analyse the problems of magazines ELLE.
The theoretical part contains the theoretical findings in the field of linguistics and of
stylistics.
The practical part is concerned with the magazine ELLE itself. It certifies or
contradicts the theoretical findings in practice.
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INTRODUCTION
Magazines are a popular cultural form. We can see them everywhere – in the shops, in the
bookstalls, in the waiting rooms, or they keep readers company.
Today people have a big choice of that what they want to read. They can choose from
books to magazines of various specializations. Books are the part of our life, of our
knowledge. But today’s people read less and less. The reason is simple. Books are
expensive and a reader must spend a lot of time to read through it. I think that magazines
are a good substitute. They are not so expensive and they are full of pictures and colours
what is attractive for readers.
Our market contains a lot of magazines of various interests (computer, hunting,
fashion, gossip, etc.), for various groups of people (men, women, children, etc.) and I think
that everyone finds there what he/she is interested in.
The largest group of readers is women. Women read more than men. I do not know
why. One theory claims that the purpose of the first women’s magazine was to take a rest
from women’s housework and to have a time for themselves. Nowadays the situation is
different. The majority of women works outside the home and the purpose of the magazine
is not to fill a free time but to entertain and inform.
This bachelor thesis is divided into two parts – theoretical and practical part.
I try to intercept the principles of the magazine in the theoretical part. I want to focus
on the language of the women’s magazines and their compositions.
The practical part will be focused on the British version of magazine ELLE.
The aim of this bachelor thesis is to identify the magazine from another point of view
than the readers, to understand the women’s magazines and to find out whether the
concrete magazine fulfills the theoretical conditions.
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1 HISTORY OF WOMEN’S MAGAZINES
Magazines and newspapers are the most common printed kind of communication between
readers and writers. Almost everybody reads press mass media every day, he finds there
news, trends in fashion, or they want to read the story of other people, about their problems
and fate. Magazines are based on common interest of readers on the contrary to
newspapers, which are geographically based. Newspapers print letters of the readers, but
they do not print any answers and they do not contain anything what fosters the sort of
readers’ identification. That is why women’s magazines have a very personal level of
correspondence with readers from beginning of magazines and according to Tracy Seneca
(http://besser.tsoa.nyu.edu/impact/f93/students/tracy/tracy_hist.html) this correspondence
is the origin of women’s magazines. Magazines achieve a sense of familiarity with readers
by publishing readers’ letters with the answers.
The first mention of women’s magazines appeared in the 17th century and Tracy
Seneca

(http://besser.tsoa.nyu.edu/impact/f93/students/tracy/tracy_hist.html),

who

described the importance of women’s magazine and wrote an article about the history of
women’s magazines, claims that they played two key roles:
◦

forms of entertainment

◦

sources of education

The 17th century was an important period for women’s writers and readers. Until this
century women had not be allowed to have their own magazines or even to write articles
for some newspapers or magazines. John Dunton, an English bookseller, recognized big
opportunity to start something new. In 1691 Athenian Mercury, a fortnightly magazine, was
founded by Dunton. The magazine contained questions and opinions of the readers. This
magazine was opened for everybody but yet Dunton was surprised when he obtained letter
from women whether women could send a question as well as men. Dunton printed this
letter together with the answer on May 23, 1691. Women sent more and more letters and
Dunton decided to start a new magazine only for women. The first women’s magazine was
the Ladies’ Mercury published in Britain, London on Monday February 28, 1693.
According to Kathryn Hughes (Hughes 2008) “it was the first time that “women” as a
special interest category had been defined as needing a magazine, a paper room, of their
very own.” This magazine published articles about marriage, domestic concerns and love.
Its life was very short because women wanted to read the same topics as men.
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One of the first most famous women’s magazines was Godey’s Ladies Book. It was
published from 1830 to 1898. There were a lot of magazines, but this one approached the
format which we consider to be a standard format of today’s magazines. It was considered
as queen of monthlies. This magazine arose from the Ladies Magazine, which Godey had
bought. Its editor Sarah J. Hole celebrated success in this magazine and gained a glory for
it. Godey’s Ladies Book contained short stories and poetry which were written by readers
or the editor herself. This magazine published pieces written by popular writers of the day,
such as Edgar Allan Poe (with his story The Visionary), Nathaniel Hawthorne and others.
Besides magazine contained hand painted fashion plates, travel stories, sheet music
(especially for the piano) and essays. As subscribers were readers at the same time, they felt
the form of unity in the magazines. There were rarely mentioned politically oriented and
well educated women in this magazine.
In the nineteen century women were perceived as the members of society. They had
greater freedom to pursue public roles and even flaunt their sex appeal. Susan Freeman
(Freeman 1998) came with an opinion that “the most prominent change was that women
increased presence in the public arena”. Until the nineteen century, women from all classes
had belonged to the kitchen and their own duty had been concerned about and care for
homes. At the beginning of the nineteenth century attitude towards women changed. They
went to jobs, politics and dealt with other activities than care of their husbands and
children. They were not on the equal level with men, but they were satisfied with the new
position in society.
Until 1863 the advice about clothing had been only a moral instruction, not the fashion
tips. But after this year the Delineator, an American women's fashion magazine published
from 1873 until 1937, was founded and it was the first fashion magazine, which came into
existence. There were articles about everything that were connected with fashion. In the era
of Delineator, the Vogue, a lifestyle and fashion magazine appeared.
Ladies Home Journal and Good Housekeeping appeared in 1880s. They included
women in the process of creating magazines. They involved women’s recommendations
and questions to published magazines.
The women’s magazines were a source of education from the beginning, a place for a
form of dialogue and for a promotion of educated women.
After the First World War women in magazines were illustrated not only servants but
also as housewives.
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At the beginning of the Second World War the magazine Women arose. As Tracy
Seneca

said

(http://besser.tsoa.nyu.edu/impact/f93/students/tracy/tracy_hist.html) “the

primary function was to render the women reader intimate personal service, with a
secondary emphasis on entertainment.”
Through the nineteenth and twentieth century, a lot of women’s magazine appeared,
such as Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, Madame, House Beautiful, Elle and many
others. Today, there are enough magazines for each woman on the market. Irmeli Castrén,
‘the helm’ of Madame, says: “Women used to choose magazines according to their own
interests. Readers who were interested in housekeeping and cooking, lifestyles of the rich
and famous, social issues, or fashion and beauty each had their own magazine”.
In the twentieth century women’s magazines could be attributed with having formed a
powerful image: the so-called ‘New Woman’, a feminist ideal.
Anna Gough-Yates (Gough-Yates 2003, 1-2) describes the ‘New Woman’ as symbol of
a new woman pictured on the cover sheet called The New Woman. This cover sheet
appeared for the first time in British newspaper The Times in May 1988. It was a picture of
a young woman in a business costume with a sport bag overhand, a credit card in the hand
and with a little baby in her arms. The woman was smiling while the baby was over-sized
and wriggling. At the beginning this picture was not though serious; in words of Anna
Gouth-Yates “it was only an amusing illustration to accompany the article on the changing
business of the women’s magazine”. Although the picture was only fiction, the ‘New
Woman’ became a powerful symbol and it laid the headstone of the content of women’s
magazines in the late twentieth century.
The editors had a problem with how the new magazine and woman would have to look
like. An ex- magazine editor Audrey Slaughter (In: Anna Gough-Yates 2003, 1) claims that
“the women’s magazine industry was trying to construct new readership of women, but
there was little agreement about how a ‘New Woman’ would want to be addressed.” Will
she be interested in fashion and tips how to stay young and attractive or will be interested
in fates and problems of middle-class women or will she be presented as a curious woman
who would like to know what is going on beyond her? The only agreement of editors was
that the new woman must be member of a target middle-class women market.
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2 DEFINITION OF THE MAGAZINES
The original meaning of the word magazine is a storehouse of information. (McLoughlin
2000, 2)
According to Oxford Dictionary a magazine (also mag) is a type of large thin book
with a paper cover that you can buy every week or month, containing articles, photographs,
etc. often on a particular topic.
Barbora Osvaldová (Osvaldová 2007, 42) explains the word magazine as a printed
matter publishing regularly on a certain place which has from one-week to half-yearly
duration of cycle.
The definition from Cambridge dictionary describes a glossy magazine as a magazine
printed on shiny high-quality paper which contains a lot of colour photographs and
advertisements, usually about famous people, fashion and beauty.
Magazine is an instrument of communication and servers to transmission of some
information between the author and the receivers. It is characterized by periodic character
and repeating fixed sections. Magazine belongs to mass media. According to Longman
dictionary mass media are all the people and organizations that provide information and
news for the public, including television, radio, and newspapers.
Magazines have a lot of purposes why they are written. They are sources of
entertainment and sources of information. They tell readers about the latest products,
clothes, discoveries, tell about piece of knowledge and prompt to purchase these advertised
commodities. Magazines can also function as the manuals; it advises how to do this and
this.
Nowadays readers have an opportunity to choose from printed and on-line magazines.
The core of every magazine is its format, target audiences and publishing frequency.
Frequency ranks among several indicators which are typical for all magazines. Other
indicators are quality of paper of the magazines which they are made of, and content.

2.1

Frequency

The indicator typical for a magazine is its frequency of publishing. Magazines are issued at
regular intervals:
◦ weekly,
◦ fortnightly,
◦ monthly, and
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◦ quarterly.
Magazines issued weekly focus on current events, on goings-on in the world and on
gossip. Fortnightly magazines are mostly full of gossip. Magazines which are published
monthly or quarterly focus on specific interests of their readers (e.g. sport magazines,
fashion magazines, magazines about decorating, building etc.) belong in this group.
Kateřina Kadlecová (Kadlecová 2006, 11), a journalist and editor of the quarterly
FORUM of Charles University, is engaged in magazines for women. She claims that
magazines which are published monthly and quarterly are labeled as exclusive magazines.
They are characterized by above-average prices, more that 100 hundred pages and a tabloid
format.

2.2

Material

The material of the cover sheet and of the pages can show the frequency of publishing.
Every magazine has its own type of material. Weekly publications are made of a cheaperquality paper and they are only stapled; magazines issued monthly or the magazines of
highly-style categories are of higher quality are often made of glossy paper and they are in
paperback. Linda McLouglin, a lecturer in English Language at Edge Hill College,
Lancashire, claims that “the quality of paper can have an effect on the connotations which
the magazine conveys. Connotations are the associations which a word or concept has for
the reader, for example, glossy paper connotes sophistication and glamour. These are the
magazines which are likely to be found adorning coffee tables, the type that people like to
show off.” (McLouglin, 2000, 2)

2.3

Content

The last indicator typical for magazines is a content of magazines. In contrast to fiction,
where the content is at the end of the book, contents of magazines usually follow the front
cover immediately for better lucidity. Content prompts a reader what the whole copy is
about. It is divided according to columns and each headline is completed with page number
where a reader can find a selected article.
Linda McLouglin (McLouglin, 2000, 2) claims that the readers can find articles and
photographs in magazines and adds that the combination of fiction and photographs in
order to produce a photo-story is typical for magazines for young people.
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Graphic Layout of the Articles

Magazine articles have the various lengths and some of them can be spread on several
pages accompanied with photographs. Each article contains fonts of various sizes and
colours.
The shapes of the columns are not always identical. As compared with newspapers
which have straight columns, each article in the magazine is an original and its shape too.
An article is not always a regular column in a shape of rectangle; it can be spread around
the pictures, has an irregular shape and thus it looks more attractive and fashionable.
But it is not the rule for every magazine. The purpose of the technical papers is to look
serious, not attractive. A reader can find there graphs, charts and technical drawing but the
fonts and colours are simple. There is an absence of a big number of commercial
advertisements and the advertisements, which are there, relate to specialization of a
magazine.
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3 LANGUAGE OF MAGAZINES
David Crystal (Crystal 1997, 66), a famous linguistic, claims that “the way people use
language gives us information about their physical type, their geographical, ethnic, and
social background, and the type of context in which they are communicating.”
David Crystal (Crystal 1997, 392) presents the linguistic identity of magazines. He
says that the newspapers and magazines have specific distinctive linguistic characteristics.
Each magazine and newspaper has its own style of writing; it has its own linguistic
identity, which makes it different from the others. The content of magazines depends on
the target group of readers – e.g. the men’s magazines are concentrated on another type of
topics, advertisements and photos than the magazines for women. (Crystal 1997, 392)

3.1

Linguistic Features of Magazines

David Crystal (Crystal 1993) tried to specify the common features which would be
characteristic for the language of newspapers and magazines but he recognized that it is
impossible. Every magazine is so different from the others that there is a small likelihood
of finding a single style of writing used throughout a paper and of describing the features
which would be characteristic for all magazines. Jenny McKay (McKay 2000, 57), a
lecturer and Director of the Journalism Studies Programme, says that “the material which
magazines cover is varied, the purposes for which they are written are diverse and the
readership are tightly defined in terms of interests, class or age and magazines must adopt
more individual approach to the style of writing they publish.” Some magazines use a style
intended for a certain group of readers. The aim is to give readers the sense of belonging to
some club or that the magazine is read only by people with the same interests. Magazines
use words which are understandable only for a target group, e.g. tongue sarnie (a French
kiss), studmuffin (a guy or girl who is beautiful and sexy to the opposite sex; he/she is a
lover not a fighter) there. Readers often see alliteration (bag a boy), apostrophes (chillin’),
or the second syllables are omitted (fave→ favourite, gorge→ gorgeous). McKay (McKay
2000, 58) claims that the articles in magazines should be written by these writers who are
of the same sex, the same or approximate age and have the same interests as readers and
know what the readers want to read about.
Ludmila Urbanová and Andrew Oakland (Urbanová, Oakland 2002, 36), who work at
Masaryk University, wrote about graphic layout of written speech in magazines. The
vocabulary of a written speech is designed for public features by a large range of linguistic
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and graphic tools. Every writer has his own style of writing and due to this fact the content
of magazine is very various and unbalanced. The fancy of linguistic tools is purposeful; it
must persuade and attract the readers. The language of media is not only informative but it
hands over information to readers and persuades them about its truth.

3.2

Ellipsis
Use of ellipsis or elision is very typical for advertisement. It is from economical

reasons. Ellipses are the common components of the front cover. There is no space for
words which can be omitted, like determiners (definite, indefinite articles, demonstratives,
possessive adjectives, enumerators indicating definite quantities), redundant words etc. The
editor or the text producer has to press lots of information in a short space in order to tell
the reader what the content of the copy is. Omitting of a subject is typical. The reader
comprehends the meaning of the title of any article without subject.

3.3

Headlines

Headlines in magazines and newspapers have specific features of omitting many of the less
unimportant words in a sentence. This results in elliptical construction. Readers can find
word plays in headlines.
In spite of the fact that headlines are so restricted (there is no space for demonstratives,
redundant words, etc.), they function for catching a reader’s attention. David Crystal
(Crystal 1997, 392) claims that headlines and sub-headlines provide one of the most
distinctive features of a newspaper and a magazine. The word chosen can be plain and
unemotional, e.g. Christmas unemployment total at record level, or it can contain dramatic
unintelligible items, e.g. Crash, bang, wallop! or Oh yes she is!.
McLoughlin (McLoughlin 2000, 21) says that a reader can often see some linguistic
tools typical for poetry to attract attention in headlines:
◦ rhyme – repetition of the same words or the words, which sound similar
◦ alliteration – repetition of the initial letter
◦ assonance – repetition of the same vowel in consecutive words
Magazine headlines use emphasizing words or superlatives to express fun:
◦ “Hair special: there’s zillions of styles to suit you”
Use of puns which express ambiguity between similar-sounding words is typical not
only for headlines, but also for advertising slogans and catch-phrase:
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◦ “Prince of Wails.” – the title of an article about Prince of Wales
Ambiguity can function for entertainment:
◦ “Toasting Shakespeare in Armenia”
A text producer often uses polysemy for a purpose of entertaining the readers or
attracting their attention.
According to Linda McLoughlin (McLoughlin 2000, 22-23) the following is typical for
headlines (examples mentioned by Linda McLoughlin):
◦

intertextuality, when reference is made to another text:


“Look who’s stalking!” – a well-known saying and a reference to the
title of the film ‘Look who’s Talking’



“Boys Are Us!” – it reminds of the well-known toyshop ‘Toys ‘R’
Us’


◦

“Curl Power!” – a modern teenage catch phrase ‘Girl Power’

idiomatic phrases – patterns of words which function as a single unit of
meaning; the text producer or editor suppose that the readers will make the
connection between any event and that phrases


“How’s your father?”- a euphemism which introduces a story about
a girl who ran away with her teacher

◦

contractions – shortening of the words – e.g. special→ spesh

◦

nominalization – a process where a verb is turned into a noun; it is often
found in headlines of the reports and the agent is often omitted


Police shoot demonstrators. → Demonstrators die in shooting.



Your bathroom looks gorgeous. → Gorgeous looks for your
bathroom.

3.4

Pronouns

Linda McLouglin (McLouglin 2000, 68) says that “the use of pronoun is also a way in
which text producers create a relationship with the readers. By using the pronoun ‘you’,
which covers anyone who reads the text, the text producer appears to address the reader
directly.” This causes identifying of reader with the article and its idea. A reader becomes a
member of community of readers (other persons who read the concrete article), who share
the same ideas, problems. The using of ‘we’ has the same effect as ‘you’. It refers to a text
producer and her /his colleagues, or it refers to the readers.
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4 COMPOSITION OF MAGAZINE
Each magazine is unique in its composition and is focused on a certain target group.
Magazines of the same interest are very similar to each other but they still retain their
originality for which they are bought. Each magazine is divided into columns which are
characteristic for it and due to this fact a regular reader knows what she/he can expect from
a new copy.

4.1

The Editorial

Editorial is written by an editor himself and is very important for every magazine. Through
it readers are apprised of the magazine’s content and a text producer has, as Linda
McLouglin (McLouglin , 2000, 74) says, “an opportunity to address their readers directly”.
The editorial has editor’s personal style of writing which can be differ from the rest of a
magazine. Linda McLouglin (McLouglin , 2000, 74) distinguishes two types:
◦ From the editor – it is more familiar with readers by using the pronoun ‘we’
and familiar words
◦ Editor’s letter – it is written in the style which corresponds to the style of the
whole magazine
Editor is someone who shares the same views, beliefs and attitudes as other text
producers writing for one concrete magazine. It is of various lengths, from a short letter to
a one-page essay.

4.2

Columns

A column is a place in a magazine or a newspaper where the materials of the same topics
are regularly placed. (Osvaldová 2007, 184)
Columns appear in all magazines. They subdivide the whole copy into sections for
better lucidity and help the readers to find the articles which are the most interesting for
them.
Magazines include regular and irregular columns. It is not established which columns
magazines must contain. It depends on the editors. That is why each magazine is so unique
and different from others. An editor’s letter is typical for all magazines. It is an
introduction to the new copy where the commentaries on discussed topic or the opinions of
editor himself are written.
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There are some columns which are common for most of the magazines:
◦ The sections most common in magazines are:


News and Current Events- commentaries on the news



Reader’s Letters – the letters of the readers who ask for an expert
advice



Contributors – the letters of the readers who want to contribute by
some advise



Horoscopes – the fate according to signs of zodiac

◦ Cash & Careers – advices and tips how to be successful at work
◦ Entertainments – crosswords puzzles, quizzes, which are often created by inhouse by the editorial team, wits, etc.
Some sections are typical for the magazines of concrete interest:
◦ women’s magazines


Fashion – fashion tips



Beauty – make-ups, face packs, creams



Lifestyle – fitness ,diets



Human Interest Stories and Readers’ Letters– the stories of the
readers who want to tell others readers about their troubles or luck



Cook – tips and recipes in the kitchens



Children – tips to educate children, how to care for them, etc.

◦ men’s magazines


Body Building – everything about nutrition, vitamins, new
bodybuilding machines, etc.



Moto Section – new models of cars, motors, etc.



Computers – computers, equipments, computer games, etc.



Sports – squash rackets, fishing, hunting, etc.

Some magazines contain a page reserved for interviews. McKay (McKay 2000, 108)
claims that a reading about celebrity’s life, his/her education and interests gives the readers
a feeling of a greater intimacy with a popular person.
The contents of magazines depend on the target group of the readers. In the women’s
magazines a reader does not probably find a section devoted to sports and results of the
sport matches, in the men’s magazines he hardly finds a section about make-up and new
trends.
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Women’s magazines concentrate on new trends in fashion, clothes and make-ups;
there are articles about diet and health. The readers read true stories of people there; they
read gossip and articles about celebrities.
The magazines for men are of various characters. Men can choose sport magazines
which contain articles about football, baseball, ice-hockey, or magazines about fishing,
hunting. Some magazines concentrate on cars, motorcycles etc.
Not only women have a magazine about diets and health designed for them like
Women’s Health. Men have a similar magazine Men’s Health where they read about
healthy life style and nutrition. Readers can read the advice how keep their body fit in both
magazines, there are advertisements of new body building machines which help to build
muscles.
Almost every magazine has one or more pages reserved for reader’s letters. According
to Linda McLoughlin (McLoughlin 2000, 49) “letters page provides a forum for the readers
to interact with the magazine’s text producers and other readers”.
Every magazine contains a column where the information about editors, text
producers, graphic designers, place of publishing is. Readers find contacts on advertising
agency, on marketing department, on editors, where they can subscribe to the magazine or
claim there.
The last page of some magazines outlines the content of the following copy.

4.3

Advertising

Every magazine contains a lot of advertising. The rational basis of advertisements is to
inform about new products, services and images. Their aim is to draw customers’ attention
and influence them. A lot of customers decide about buying a concrete thing on the basis of
advertising. In words of David Crystal (Crystal 1997, 394) “whether we are shopping,
reading the paper, traveling to work, watching television, or simply lazing around, we
cannot avoid seeing advertisement – probably, if we bothered to count, several hundred
every day”.
Producing of advertising is quite a long process during which psychologists and
journalists find out as much as possible about the addressee. Due to the fact that every
advertisement is created for a concrete group of addressees, psychologists and journalists
try to find out reader’s sex, age, profession, place of living etc.
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People can see the advertisements in billboard, on shopping windows; they get them
through direct mail. But the most influential advertisements are these ones which people
see in television and in the press. To create an advertisement for press is more complicated
than for a television or a radio. It has no supporting instruments like music, gestures,
intonation etc.
The magazines for women contain more advertisements than other magazines, e.g.
magazines for men or for teenagers. Women read more than men because they do their
housework and have time for reading news or magazines which they are interested in.

4.4

Extent of Magazines

Magazines have no specified numbers of pages. They can have from 30 to several hundreds
pages. Kateřina Kadlecová (Kadlecová 2006, 11) claims that the extent of magazines
depends on the tabloid format, the price of magazine and on frequency of publishing.
Magazines which are published weekly or fortnightly have around 80 pages, but
magazines published monthly or quarterly have between 200 and 400 pages.
The magazines with lower extents are full of news from the society, current events and
gossip. They do not contain a lot of advertisement about new make-up, clothes or diet. On
the other hand, the monthlies and quarterlies contain a lot of advertisement. The number of
pages increases with advertisements which are inverted among the articles.

4.5

Readers
Each magazine is specified for a concrete group of readers. A text producer has to

know for whom he is writing, for whom the text is designed. There is a large range of
magazines with specific contents on the market. The contents of magazines are set together
according to a target group of readers.
Basically the magazines can be divided according to:
◦ sex – magazines for men and boys – e.g. Premiere, Men’s Health
– magazines for women and girls – e.g. Elle, Cosmopolitan
◦ interest – history, fashion, automobiles, computer magazines etc.
◦ science – technical, medical journals etc.
The reader can also find magazines for people of a certain skin colour (The Root,
Ebony – magazines for black people), for people of a certain age and with the same
interests (Bella – for women 25-44 years old with children, Woman – mothers 20-40 years
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old, Vanity Fair – an American magazine of fashion, culture and politics for intelligent and
independent 20-40 years old women), or magazines for homosexuals (Girlfriends – it
covers entertainment and events from lesbian perspective, Diva – a lesbian magazine) on
the market.

4.6

Visual Appearance

Magazines differ from other printed mass media by their imaginativeness, colourfulness
and use of various fonts. The editors do not choose violent colours and other visual effects
accidentally. They do it for the purpose of expressiveness because they know that their
magazine has a longer lifetime than (for example) a newspaper. It will be on the bookstalls
for longer time and must hold a buyer’s interest all the time. It must take priority over other
magazines.
4.6.1

Fonts

Spoken language has an advantage of intonation. By using voice a speaker can emphasize
important things or the speech can be accompanied by the speaker’s gestures. Written
language cannot use the visible gestures, but it can exploit the graphic presentation to
emphasize the substantial part of the text.
Ludmila Urbanová and Andrew Oakland (Urbanová and Oakland 2002, 32-33)
attribute a big importance to graphetics and layout of the text. The shape of fonts is an
inherent part of creating the text. Combination of sizes, highlighting, colours and shapes of
fonts is an eye-catching effect which attracts a buyer’s attention. The pictures, signs,
colours of pictures and pages themselves, graphs and other visuals play the important role
too. All of these are characteristic for the text, for its preservability and surveyability.
4.6.2

Punctuation

Commas, quotation marks, exclamation marks, question marks, suspension points and
others help to emphasize something or evoke suspension. A writer can express his feeling
by using these signs and catch a reader’s attention.
4.6.3

Colours and Photographs

All newspapers are very similar to each other for their structure but every kind of magazine
is original. Each magazine has its own structure which is different from other magazines.
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The main difference between magazines and journals is in their forms and
appearances. Magazines look more luxurious and nobler than the journals. Due to the
colours magazines can gain this required design. Jenny McKay (McKay 2000, 147) says
that the deepness of colours depends on the material which magazines are made of. The
magazines of high quality paper have technicolours.
Photographs are an inherent part of every magazine. The days of photojournalism
magazines have gone and today it is rare to find documentary photographs in consumer
magazines because it is not usual to devote there much space for them. But there are some
expectations like National Geographic. Magazines for women, men or young person use
loosely called pin-up photography – babe-boobed babes in men’s magazine, men unzipped
in women magazine or hunks in girl’s magazine. Each magazine contains photographs
which are specific for it. Fashion, beauty and interiors style photos are a significant part of
glossy magazines. (McKay 2000, 84-85)
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5 THE FRONT COVER
The front cover plays a significant role for buyers. It is a promotion of the magazine itself.
It contains not only information about a title, a publisher, a number and a day of publishing
but mainly about the titles of the most interesting and the most important articles. The
headlines together with visual aspect of the front cover are the things which catch an
attention of a potential buyer. The images of the front cover and the cover line are selling
tools which should attract a reader’s attention and persuade him/her to buy it.
Linda McLoughlin (McLoughlin 2000, 5) attributes a big importance to the front
cover. According to her the front cover is the magazine’s most important advertisement
and it also serves to label its possessor. The cover of the magazine helps to distinguish one
magazine from another.
The signs typical for the front cover are described by Linda McLoughlin. She is
concentrate especially on the titles and the image of the front cover and includes a lot of
examples and pictures. The titles described below including the examples are taken from
the book, pp. 6-13.

5.1

Magazine Titles

The titles of magazines are important because readers can image what a magazine is about.
McLoughlin (McLoughlin 2000, 6) says that the title of the magazine “plays a large
part in shaping the reader’s expectations. It is always written in large letters and is a
shorthand way of conjuring up particular associations in the reader’s mind.”
The process of creating a magazine title is rather different. The title must address the
buyer. The title can be a common word like Vogue (which means fashion), or a compound
word like Cosmopolitan (from the Greek Kosmos- the world or universe, and politescitizen), but it can also be cryptic and the readers have to work out what the acronyms
stand for, for example FHM (for him magazine). Magazine titles can also give information
what the magazine is about, for example Men’s Health. Others can express a particular
character type, e.g. Minx (in dictionary this term could be used as an insult: ‘bold flirtatious
or scheming women’).
Magazine titles can show examples of a process of pejoration, which takes on negative
associations. The example of this process is Minx. Minx is a word with a negative meaning
but for the title of the magazine has acquired positive connotations. It may be due to the
relation to young women who form the target age group of the magazine.
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Amelioration is also typical for the titles – a word with a negative meaning is invested
with a positive meaning, e.g. Diva. Diva means ‘Prima Dona’, but the magazine publishers
hope this title conveys its Latin meaning ‘goddess’.

5.2

Front Cover Image

Every magazine has its personal style with regard to the visual image, from choosing a
person who will be on the front cover of the next edition, her/his clothes, to titles of the
articles. Front covers are created in such way to attract higher attention than other ones.
According to McLoughlin (McLoughlin 2000, 13-14) the person for the front cover is
chosen according to the type of the magazine, if it is for men, women, children,
homosexuals. His/her stance and gestures can express the character of the magazine:
◦

Diva – the woman is not stereotypically beautiful, but she expresses
confidence and independence

◦

Women’s Health – the model shows a three-quarter body shot of a muscular
male model; a reader is meant to aspire towards achieving this body type

Another important thing about the front cover is a position of the advertisements.
Whereas Englishmen are a nation which reads from the left to the right and from the top to
the bottom, the most important information is in the top left hand corner. Looking at this
prime position, a reader can see what the main information and articles in the whole copy
is.
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6 INTRODUCTION OF ELLE
ELLE is a worldwide magazine focused on women's fashion, beauty, health, and
entertainment. Nowadays ELLE is a one of the best selling magazine.
ELLE was founded in France by Pierre Lazareff and his wife Hélène Gordon in 1945.
The original meaning of the title is "she". Today it is owned by the Lagardère Group of
France and is being published by Hachatte Filipacchi Media US. The first UK version of
ELLE was published in November 1985.
ELLE Magazine is the largest fashion magazine in the world with thirty-nine editions
in over sixty countries on six continents throughout the world. The magazine has offshoot
companies such as ELLE D�COR (with nineteen editions), ELLE girl (nine editions),
ELLE Cuisine (five editions), elle.com (twenty-seven websites) and high quality products
such as books, footwear, eyewear and other fashion related accessories. (Chase 2005)

6.1

Exclusive Magazines

ELLE is ranked among exclusive magazines. ELLE, like the fashion, magazine contains a
lot of advertisements and photographs. The exclusive magazines have an effect of being
above-standard due to lifestyle and products which are advertise there. They look like
magazines which are intended for upper class. Barbara Osvaldová (In: Kadlecová 2006, 11)
says that the most important columns in these magazines are the society columns, the news
from the society, the interviews, the reportages and sometimes they contain a review of a
book or a film. But the most important component of the exclusive magazine is its image
graphics and advertisements because advertisements are what attracts people.
6.1.1

Frequency of Publishing and Price

ELLE is published regularly each month and brings news from the society, new trends in
fashion, etc. The magazine is quite expensive because its price is around 3.50€. The price
is not uniform and depends on the number of pages and on the tabloid format.

6.2

The Readers

ELLE is intended for women at the age of 20-45 who are professionals, intelligent and
independent and with the passion for shopping.
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Roberta Myers (Myers 2009), an editor in chief of US ELLE Magazine, says: "Our
readers are young enough to think about life as an adventure and old enough to have the
means to live it."
The readers have an opportunity to see new trends, shoes, accessories and the news in
make-up in one magazine and in addition, they can read the letters from contributors or
letters of women who request advice or they only want to express some of their feelings or
ideas.
Besides columns like fashion and beauty, there is the emphasis on lifestyle and careers.
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7 THE CONTENT OF ELLE
Readers of whatever magazine are used to find content on the first pages. In the case of
ELLE it is different. The content is not earlier than on the twelfth page. It is very unusual
but in my opinion it is a clever move. The content is hidden among advertisements and the
readers must look through them when they want to find the content. By this way the
subjects of the advertisements of the first pages are more noticed than advertisements
following the content. The advertisements of the first pages are of world-known brands like
Prada, Luis Vuitton, Channel etc.
The content of ELLE is unusual from yet another point of view. In contrast to other
magazines, ELLE’s content is spread out two or three pages. The first page of the content
contains the specifications of the headlines from the front cover and Elle Edits. The second
part of the content is formed columns Beauty, Lifestyle, Features. The last part is
individual for every edition and contains the topics and the headlines of a given copy and
their page number.
Elle Edits marks the column of the repeating topics where the readers find advice what
to wear and how to refresh their wardrobes. These topics involve such spheres like:
◦

The Catwalk Report – the news from the fashion shows

◦

Elle Work Wear and 3 of the Best – the latest trends for the office work

◦

Style Top 10 – it contains ten things which the readers must have – clothes,
handbags, shoes and accessories (see Appendix P I)

◦

Elle Accessories – ELLE’s pick of the hottest bags, belts, shoes and
jewellery

◦

Fashion Notes – the news on the latest trends and must-haves

◦

Closet Confidential – a view into a well-known person’s wardrobe

The readers can find the column ELLE Daily in the magazine. It is one page devoted to
the internet version of ELLE. They can see how the website’s home page looks like and
what the visitors can look forward to there.

7.1

Columns

The majority of ELLE’s columns is regular. They appear in the each copy with the small
changes in the title but the contents of columns is the same every time.
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Regular columns:
◦

Beauty, Health, Fitness & Lifestyle, Fashion – ELLE is a fashion magazine
so there must be columns like fashion and beauty. The readers want to see
the new trends due to which they will look and feel lovely. This magazine
helps the readers to look more attractive and help increase their selfconfidence.

◦

Calendar – a guide to an eventful month

◦

Masterheads – the names and the positions of all directors, editors,
producers, senior writer and editorial assistants

◦

Editor’s Letter – a letter written by an editor himself/herself

◦

Mail Bonding – the short letters from the ELLE readers (see Appendix P II)

◦

Address Book – the list of contacts of clothes’ and accessories’ sellers

◦

Horoscope – predictions of a fate based on configuration of stars which
influence the life of people according their dates of births

7.2

Presents

Most of the magazines which we read, offer to their readers some presents or benefits.
ELLE makes use of all advertising moves to increase salability. It offers to their loyal
readers some presents like various discounts but due to the fact that the main source of
income results from subscription, ELLE offers a lot of benefits to the new subscribers.
When someone pays a subscription fee, he/she gets the discount for the first six issues and
the certainty that he/she pays less for every issue than in news-stands; he/she gains a free
door-to-door delivery and a little present which has, according to ELLE, a high price.
Every copy contains a sample of a make-up, a cream or a mud-mask or some fullvalued presents like a handbag (in July 2008) or a sun lotion (in May 2009) every six
months. People love when they get something for free and the presents in magazines are
just what they want so the purpose of these presents is to attract the new customers and to
propagate some brand.
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8 THE VISUAL ASPECTS OF ELLE
ELLE is made of glossy paper which gives an appearance of luxury and elegance. It is for
sophisticated women who concern in clothes, make-ups and new trends in the fashion
world generally.

8.1

The Title

The magazine’s title has the big letters without any decoration. The letters of the title
occupy one quarter of the front cover and they are on the top of this page. The colours are
in contrast to the background and they have the same colour like the headlines of the
articles on the front cover.

8.2

The Front Cover

The most important from the whole magazine is its front cover. It is one of the aspects of
the magazine which attracts the potential readers. The front cover must be full of colours,
catching headlines of the articles and a photograph of celebrity should be there.
ELLE fulfills all of the requirements on the front cover. There is always a photograph
of a celebrity which covers almost the whole space of this page. It is a photograph of a
woman who succeeds in a field, e.g. in the world of business, modeling, or in filmdom. She
has an allure and her gestures are provocative (see Appendix P III)
A person from the front page is not accidentally selected. During the selection of a
suitable person a lot of aspects are taken into account. The person must look good, she
must personify the magazine and she must have an allure. The final photo is the result of
the hard work. The choice of clothes or of hair style belongs there too. And information
about the clothes, hair style, photographer etc. is at the end of the last page of the content.
The headlines of the articles are of the various fonts. The readers can see the italics,
fancy letters or sans-serif. Their colour is in contrast to the background of the page and
some of the titles are of the same colour as the headline.
The front cover contains information about price, the issue number, the barcode and
the country for which the magazine is published (see Appendix P IV).

8.3

The Advertisements

Advertisements are an inseparable part of each magazine and in the case of ELLE they
occupy one quarter of the whole copy. The readers find there not only advertisements of
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clothes, make-up, watches, shoes, perfumes, hair cosmetics and accessories but there are
also advertisement of e.g. cars or detergent.
The copy has around three hundred pages but most of the pages are advertisements.
Each advertisement in whatever magazine is intended for a certain group of people. The
producer must know for whom the advertisements are. Because the readers of ELLE are
women over 20, the main character-model should be some celebrity and present some
concrete product. The products in ELLE are of well-known brands and the readers see only
top-models or well-known film actress dressed in provocative clothes there. The
advertisements are very well-considered by the producers who know that they must engage
and hold readers’ attention. The models and their gestures embody the products and the
brand.
8.3.1

Language of Advertisements

The purpose of advertisements is not only sell products but also make a contact with
readers and therefore they use simple, familiar and short words (sometimes a sentence can
include one more complicated word as):

Can beauty feel all warm and tightly inside?
New Warming Scrub. All-natural exfoliants with a touch of sunflower extract,
for a deep clean, that feels more like a gentle message.

May, 2008, pp. 233

The advertisements in ELLE are different. Mostly they do not contain a longer text.
The advertisements look like a photograph of a celebrity with a slogan. But when the
reader looks more carefully, he/she sees a product, not a person. He/she can read from the
model’s gestures what a purpose of a product is. The majority of the advertisements in
ELLE contains only a brand and a person sometimes accompanied by a slogan (see
Appendix P V). Only sometimes the readers see a supporting text (see Appendix P VI).
A success of the advertisements is ensured not only by the slogan and celebrity.
Reader’s attention is attracted by highlighted parts. The picture can be emphasized by
violent colours or the letters are of various shapes, sizes or of various colours (see
Appendix P VII).
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The typical feature of the advertisements is omitting of determiners:

Power of two

June, 2008, pp. 249

Introducing Organic wear

May, 2008, pp. 139

The advertisements contain contraction instead of full forms. It is from economical
reasons (there is a limited space) and contractions evoke verbal communication so they are
friendlier for the readers, e.g.:

This isn’t trust-fund luxury.

May, 2008, pp.170

Distant subjects can’t come to you, so we take you to them.

June, 2008, pp. 120

Elle’s advertisements often contain imperative sentences:

Be anything you want.

June, 2008, pp.50

Wake up to firmer, younger-looking skin.

May, 2008, pp.200

8.4

Photographs

A magazine is formed not only by articles but also by the photographs. They are an
inherent part of each magazine.
ELLE contains a low number of photographs. Due to the fact that ELLE is
concentrated on new trends in fashion, the pages are full of advertisements and there
remains little space for interviews or stories which are always accompanied by photos.
There is no space for snapshots but the readers can see artistic photographs made by
professional photographers. The photographs can be colourful or black-and-white (see
Appendix P VIII, P IX). There are photographs of a person who the article is about or the
documentary photographs if some documentary article is there (see Appendix P X).

8.5

Colours

ELLE like a fashion magazine must be full of colours. Almost all pages are filled by
advertisements and by occasional photographs.
ELLE is made of a high-quality paper so all colours are clear and vivid.
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There are two possibilities how the pages look like:
◦

White background with a black font – all articles are written with black font
and their background is white

◦

Colour background with a person or product – the pages with
advertisements

The readers find there only a few pages where no colours are used. But these are the
expectations (see Appendix P XI). There are only installments of a story from a previous
page.

8.6

Interviews

Each copy of ELLE contains an interview with some person who is famous in the field of
film, science, music or in the fashion industry.
The magazine ELLE contains more interviews and one of them is with the person from
the front cover if he/she is famous.
In my opinion the interview is one of the most interesting parts of every magazine.
Every reader elicits something new about the interviewee from his/her answers. The reader
finds out his/her opinion, feelings, what he/she likes and what he/she would like to do.
There are two types how an interview can look:
◦

Classical form of interview – this type contains the questions followed by
the answers (see Appendix P XII)

◦

Interview in a form of an essay – there are no questions and answers but the
interview is written in the form of narration where a writer describes the
conversation between him/her and an interviewee and a life and a work of
an interviewee (see Appendix P XIII)

8.7

Shapes of the Articles

The articles in ELLE have not always the straight columns as everybody sees in
newspapers. The shape of the columns of the magazine is unique and there are no
restrictions which prohibit an unusual shape.
The readers can see a small paragraph between two columns which run around it. This
small paragraph can be some expletive information which does not fit in the whole text or
it can be a small part of the article which is important and highlighted by this way (see
Appendix P XIV).
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Such shapes look more attractive for all readers.

8.8

Lucidity of the Pages

ELLE is a large magazine but it has one big disadvantage. It is not well-arranged because
the page numbers are not on each page (the pages with the advertisements do not contain
the page number). Finding one concrete page is very difficult because the readers have to
browse through all the advertisements to find out at least one number according to which
they could orientate.
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9 THE WORD SELECTION
The language of the technical papers is specific and understandable only for scientists or
for people who are interested in them. But the majority of magazines is intended for public
so the style of writing corresponds to it.
The language of ELLE is very similar to other magazines. The readers are people who
want to be more beautiful and more attractive for their neighbourhood. Although the
readers are educated women, the language is not difficult. The readers find words of
everyday speaking there, they find words which are clear and do not need to use an
explanatory dictionary for better insight.

9.1

The Articles

ELLE does not contain a lot of articles which are not concern in fashion new trends. ELLE
includes an article about nature or a personal story of a reader in each issue but this article
occupies only a low percentage of the whole copy. The rest is occupied by advertisements
and advices what to wear and how to look attractive.

9.2

The Language of the Articles
A lot of the articles in ELLE are written by the readers and the style of writing

corresponds to it. The articles contain simple and common used words which are friendlier
with the readers. The structure of the sentences is not too complicated. There are complex
and compound sentences but they are not written in way when a reader does not know at
the end of the sentence what the beginning of it was about. I think that the articles are
modified by the editors but the main ideas and senses are well-kept. The articles written by
the readers are unique; they contain the writers’ feelings and moods. Such articles are more
active and the readers are closer to the writer. Like the advertisements, the articles contain
a lot of contractions whose purpose is to evoke a verbal communication – I’m, it’s, it’ll,
I’ve.
The preface of all articles or columns has the various types of fonts together. For
example, the preface written in italics is interlaced by another type:

Her desk in CHAOS, her car is a mess. Can an URBAN PA transform ELLE travel editor
Susan Ward Davis’ life?

June, 2009, pp. 153
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The purpose of this highlighting is to catch the readers’ attention. The text compacted
from various fonts not only holds the reader’s interest but it looks attractive and interesting.
The Editor’s Letter looks like other articles. It is written by no scientist but by laic who
knows and sees the needs of ELLE’s readers. It is written by the commonly used words and
the whole text is, like the preface, interlaced by various fonts (see Appendix P XV).
Each copy always contains one article which is entirely different from the rest of the
magazine. There is nothing about the fashion or about celebrities. These articles are about
the beauties places of the world or about nature generally. The articles which describe the
place are written in the present tense and due to this fact the reader feels as if he/she is in
this place during the reading. The structure of the sentences and the word choice evoke the
readers’ imagination and the articles are accompanied by real pictures, which raise the
imagination (see Appendix P XVI).
The articles are written in the form of essay. They contain questions and are written in
the first-person narrative so the readers find the direct speeches there (see Appendix P
XVII).
9.2.1

Language of Headlines of Articles

The headlines in magazines often create the elliptical constructions. It is a result of a
limited space on a page. The headlines must catch readers’ attention and no reader is
interested in words which are unimportant.
The headlines often omit determiners and the readers can find an elliptical construction
in ELLE how is customary in all magazines:

Heating Up

May 2008, pp. 104

But it seems that ELLE is different from other magazines in this way because the
majority of ELLE’s headlines contains determiners:

The no-diet diet

June 2008, pp. 177

The Front-row detox

February 2009, pp. 168
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The feature of the headlines which appears rarely in ELLE is intertextuality and its
purpose is to attract a reader’s attention by evocation of some memory:

Fresh Prince – the title of an article and the reference to an American television sitcom
with Will Smith as a main character

May 2008, pp. 163

The typical feature of the headlines is using of imperatives or rhetorical questions:

Guess who’s coming to Broadway?

May 2008, pp.172

Drink much?

May 2008, pp. 232

Life without alcohol?

February 2009, pp. 109
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10INTERNET VERSION OF ELLE
The British ELLE like other editions of ELLE has its own website elleuk.com. This website
is very similar to printed version of ELLE.

10.1 Content
The topics of the articles are the same; the visitors of this page can see the same fashion,
new hair and beauty trends from the catwalk, the latest diets, etc. There are reports about
celebrity, his/her secrets; you can read the news from the society.
On the contrast to the printed version of ELLE, the visitors of the page do not need to
find content.

10.2 Lucidity of the Website
Each website is organized to be well-arranged and friendly for the visitors. He/she cannot
browse through the printed magazine to find the article that he/she is interested in. There is
a menu bar in the top part of the page where the visitors find everything what they want
easily and quickly. In addition, the columns on the website are distinguished by various
colours.
There are the references on:
◦

Fashion – it contains reference on the new trends, street style, what to wear

◦

Shopping – the readers read there about accessories of the season, what is
new in the shops, instant outfit or what the shopping guide advises

◦

Beauty – the readers learn there how to be still in good physical condition,
how to care about their hair, face and body

◦

Star Style – the celebrities’ trends, news and the photographs of celebrities
on the red carpet are there

◦

Catwalk – if the readers are fans of the catwalk they find there the show
schedules, new trends, information about best designer and some new model
faces

◦

News – the news in fashion and beauty

◦

Horoscopes – the readers can choose which horoscope they want to read –
there are daily, monthly and yearly horoscopes or they can choose
numerology (see 10.6)

◦

ELLE TV – there is the beauty and fashion news broadcast online
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◦

Competitions – it is a webpage where the current competitions are displayed

◦

In the mag – what the readers can expect from the new published copy

◦

Forums – the readers share their opinions and advice there

◦

Newsletter – if the readers are registered there, they regularly receive
information about the latest discounts and best offers

◦

Subscription – the specifications of advantages result from the subscription

◦

Blogs – the redactors’ articles

The visitors can use the new phenomenon Facebook where they find the articles which
are identical with these on the website in News.

10.3 Recency
The advantage of every website is the possibility to change it whenever the administrator
wants.
The printed version of ELLE is published once a month and no changes are possible
whereas the website can be up-dated every day. Due to this fact the website is more up-todate than the press.
The website has a big advantage over press magazine. The eventual mistakes can be
corrected directly while editors of pressed magazine must wait for the next copy where they
can apologize for the mistake and put it in order.
The printed magazine has its own positives too. One of them is ownership. The readers
can return to the older articles. These articles can be found only in archive on the website
and there is a high probability that the older articles are removed. Another positive is a
possibility to browse through the printed magazine. The readers can take a view of the
magazine more carefully than on the internet. Every reader of online version of ELLE
skims through the texts, reads the news but he/she does not see the advertisements which
are important for every magazine. He/she does not try a sample of a new shampoo or a
cream. In my opinion the on-line magazine is good because it is available to everybody and
saves the time and money but the printed magazine is old good classic.

10.4 The Purchase on the Internet
The internet version of ELLE offers a lot of advantages except availability.
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The visitors of the website orientate quickly due to the menu bar which is lucid and
everybody can read only the articles which he/she is interested in. They open the website
and see what contains.
The internet generally saves the time and money because people do not need to go to
the shops. The online version of ELLE offers the advantage of buying from home. The
visitors choose the product which they want, click on Buy Now and fill the necessary data
and after that they wait at home for a postman who delivers the ordered products to them.
The purchase on the elleuk.com is very user-friendly.

10.5 Competitions
ELLE offers a lot of competitions which are attractive for everybody because every person
desires to win something. Both versions of ELLE, printed and online, contain the same
competitions and the conditions for winning are the same, too.
The competitions are constantly changed. The printed magazine prints both ELLE’s
competitions and competitions of other brands. The website offers only the competitions
announced by ELLE (see Appendix P XVIII).

10.6 Horoscopes
In contrast to printed magazine, the online magazine ELLE has the larger horoscopes. The
visitors find there not only the monthly and yearly horoscopes how is customary but also
the daily horoscopes. The online version has an advantage that it can change the wording of
the pages (and horoscopes, of course) every day. The visitors can see the current forecast of
their signs of zodiac.

10.7 Star Style
The Star Style is a specific webpage of ELLE. The visitors who admire the celebrities can
read there about their style of dressing, what they like to wear. Some people want to look
like a celebrity and want to be similar to them. They consider the celebrity to be their beauideal. And ELLE’s website gives a good opportunity to know them from another point of
view. ELLE does not include gossip but writes about their styles and their personalities.
The Star Style is a good advertisement of the designers. Due to the webpage Red
Carpet, the visitors see the celebrities and the models which they were dressed in while
walking along the red carpet.
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CONCLUSION
Nowadays magazines are an inherent part of our lives and due to this bachelor thesis I
realized how complicated the process of a magazine’s creation is.
I applied the theoretical knowledge to the magazine ELLE. The aim of this work was
to describe the visual, linguistic and stylistic aspects of ELLE.
The theoretical part arose from specialized books concerning language of magazines
and composition of magazines. There were described the linguistic tools and how
magazines should look. The bachelor thesis starts with the history of the women’s
magazines. Further I tried to catch the principle of magazines and the composition of
magazines generally.
The practical part arose from the study of the copies of the magazine ELLE and from
the study of the ELLE website. The practical part starts with the brief history and with basic
information about ELLE, with identification of the readers and with the composition. I
explained there why ELLE ranks among the exclusive magazines. The next part is
concentrated on the appearance. Everything from the front cover, title, the choice of the
articles to the choice of advertisements and photographs must be taken into accounts during
the process of the magazine’s creation.
I describe the magazine ELLE from the linguistic and stylistic point of view. The
visual aspects of ELLE will be part of this thesis too.
The last part of the work is focused on the website of the British ELLE. I found
differences, like for example lucidity and recency, between published and online version.
That is not to say which one is better. Both are of the some quality, they are of wide
comprehension and I identified some advantages and disadvantages of both versions.
Notwithstanding this magazine is full of advertisements, it is very famous.
In my opinion the readers of ELLE are not interested in the problems of people; they
love celebrities, their life and their style of dressing. And due to the fact that there are a lot
of that people in our society, the future of this magazine is not threatened.
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